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1. 0  INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY 
This A TM presents the results of the dynamic analysis and testing per-
formed on the DVT model of the LEAM Experiment Package.  The interface of 
this package is with the Array E  - Subpack No.  2 pallet. 
A  number of tests were performed early in the program to establish 
tolerable random and sinusoidal vibration limits (see Reference 1,  A TM 1 Oil, 
dated 6/11 /71) for the film frames.  Further tests were carried out on the 
assembled DVT model with various film frame support methods,  and damping 
material applications.  The most satisfactory arrangement here turned out to 
be one in which strips of urethane foam were applied along all edges of the 
frame openings and outer edges.  This essentially reduced to unity the vib-
ration amplification factors between the frame support edge and the center 
of the film .. 
Thus the analysis model is regarded as a  5 mass arrangement,  each 
mass having six degrees of freedom.  Responses,  loads and displacements 
are caluulated for those 30 generalized coordinates which correspond to the 
center of gravity motions of the five masses. 
In this report the analysis model is described first along with the 
physical description data.  This is followed by a  discussion and presentation of the 
output plots and data.  Vibration test results are also incorporated  here. 
Finally,  a  discussion and presentation of load and displacement data is given. 
The analysis model gives a  much larger array of output results than 
the DVT vibration tests since in those tests the output channels are limited to 
about eight.  Therefore by -- adjusting the analysis model damping to cor  res-
pond to the actual hardware test results a  quite extensive survey of the vibration 
and load characteristics can be obtained. 
2. 0  ANALYSIS MODEL 
The assembled LEAM Package in the stowed position is  shown in Figure 1 
as it is mounted on the Suppack No.  2 pallet.  Internally the assembly consists 
of 2 dual sensors,  1  single sensor,  and a  central electronics package mounted on 
an internal structure.  An outer case mounted at points near the attachment lo-
cations surrounds the entire package.  The internal structure is machined out of 
a  solid piece of aluminum to form an array of thin plates and beams with mounting 
bosses for the four internal sensor and electronic packages.  Four short beams 
extend i~the z-axis direction for connections  to the main pallet.  Figure 2  shows 
two internal section views.  The complete structure was modeled using the EASE 
structural analysis program by dividing it into a  network of nodes connected 
by  plate  and beam elements.  This nodal representation is shown in Figure 3. LEAM DYNAMIC ANALYSIS 
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The detailed description of the LEAM structural beams and plates as 
they were set up for  the EASE structural analysis program are given in Appendix 
A  in the Tables A- I  through A- 5. 
The attachment locabns are shown on the figure.  The internal packages 
are nearly rigid bodies; therefore they were represented as stiff beams connected 
between the attachment points to the internal structure.  Another stiff beam was 
connected between the intersection of the eros  s  beams to a  location  correspon~ing 
to the e.g.  of the package. 
The flexibility influence coefficients were obtained by successively loading 
the c. g.  points with three unit force loads and three moment loads  giving a  30 
x  30 flexibility influence coefficient matrix in all including the outer case which 
was also represented as a  set of stiff beams. 
The mass matrix was obtained by including the mass of the distributed 
internal structure with the masses of the internal packages.  Thus all the 
mass was referred to the  5 mass c. g.'s and the  computed  responses are 
also referred to the c. g. 's.  The natural frequencies of the model tend to be 
somewhat higher than actual,  but the analysis is simplified considerably. 
The masses of the various components of the  package are shown in 
Table I.  The coordinate designations and correspondence to the ALSEP axes 
are shown in Table 2  of the following sections. 
3. 0  METHOD OF ANALYSIS AND INPUT LEVELS 
The method of analysis used is the normal mode method as it is presently 
programmed in the Bendix DYNLOAD program.  Details of the  method are given 
in Reference 2.  The program computes the natural frequencies and mode shapes 
of a  structure and,  using this information,  determines sine and  ~>andom freq-
uency responses at specified locations in the structure as well as dynamic loads 
and di.splacements. 
In the present case of the LEAM structure the input values to the program 
are given in Appendix B.  These inputs are the  stiffness matrix and the mass 
matrix of Appendix B  as well as other supplementary matrices used in the 
computations as described in Reference 2. 
The acceleration input levels to the dynamic response calculations are 
shown in Figures 4  and 5 for tha.sine and random vibrations respectively., 
These levels have been taken from References 3  and 4.  The x  andy axes are 
interchanged betvreen the ALSEP axis system and the dynamic analysis model 
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LEAM WEIGHT SUMMARY 
CENTRAL ELECTRONICS 
INTERNAL STRUCTURE ASSY. 
AND SHIELD 
CABLE ANDASTROMATE CONN.  ASSY. 
THERMAL BAG AND  MASKING 
OUTER HOUSING ASSY. 
LEG ASSEMBLIES AND RELEASE 
BUBBLE LEVEL 
GNOMON ASSY. 
UHT SOCKET AND RELEASE 
THERMAL RADIATOR ASSY. 
DUST COVER AND RELEASE 
MISC.  HARDWARE 
LEAM TOTAL WEIGHT 
(INCL.  ASTROMA TE CONN.) 
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4. 0  COMPUTED RESPONSES AND  TEST RESULTS 
Computed frequency responses are presented in the form of overall 
response at all locations due to random excitation and in the form of detailed 
frequency plots at selected coordinate locations. 
The coordinate locations arrl definitions in relation to the internal packages 
are  shown  in Table 2.  The six coordinates of the c. g.  motion of each of 
the six component packages are grouped together with the three translations 
being given first.  These response coordinates and their locations are shown 

































TABLE 2  - Coordinate DefinitioB:l3 
Component  Analysis 
Package  Coordinate 
Up Sensor  x1 
Up Sensor  y1 
Up Sensor  z1 
Up Sensor  ~, 
Up Sensor  01 
Up Sensor 
"''  West Sensor  x2 
West Sensor  y2 
West Sensor  z2 
West Sensor  4>2-
West Sensor  6t.. 
West Sensor  V-a. 
Central Electronics  x3 
Central Electronics  y3 
Central Electronics  z3 
Central Electronics  ~3 
Central Electronics  e, 
Central Electronics  ,., 
East Sensor  x4 
East Sensor  y4 
East Sensor  z4 
East Sensor  <P~ 
East Sensor  0-.q. 
East Sensor  -.,p,. 
Outer Case  x5 
Outer Case  y5 
Outer Case  z5 
Outer Case  cbt; 
Outer Case  9~ 
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The  angle definitions here are 4'- rotation about the X  axis, 9- rotation 
about the Y axis,  and 1/'- rotation about the Z  axis. 
Table 3 presents the overall rms response of each of the thirty coordinates 
to Launch and Boost random base excitation in each of three axes X,  Y,  and 
Z.  A  modal damping value of . 05 is used throughout as this agrees fairly well 
with the DVT vibration tests on the LEAM package.  The calculated values 
are slightly higher than the test values and should therefore be somewhat 
conservative. 
Detailed plots  of transmissibility,  sine response and random response are 
shown in the three part Figures 6  through 21.  These plots are only given for 
the large linear c. g.  responses indicated by Table 2.  The  remaining responses are 
of smaller overall value or are considered not to be of prime importance.  The 
most important packages and directions are the Up Sensor in the Y  direction 
and the East Sensor in the X  direction as these are the directions perpendicular 
to the film planes . 
The lowest  natural frequencies for the analysis model are 131  Hz in the X 
direction,  178 Hz in the Z  direction,  and 250 Hz in the  Y direction.  The re-
maining 27 modes and natural frequencies are various combinations of com-
ponent rotations and  translations.  The first 12 mode shapes and freq':encies 
are shown in Table 4. 
Vibration test results indicate somewhat lower frequencies than the analysis 
model results,  but they are similar.  These frequencies are 110Hz in the X 
direction 145Hz in the Z  direction,  and 210Hz in the Y  direction.  Acceleration 
responses were measured on the internal structure frame and thus would only 
be expected to be similar to the analyses c. g.  responses in  the  same direction. 
Three representative test curves are included in this report to compare this 
similarity.  These curves are included in the analysis response curves in the 
appropriate location and are as follows: 
Analysis Figure  Vibration Test Figure 
Up Sensor  7c  c. g.  7d  frame 
West Sensor  9c  c. g.  9d  frame 
Central Elect  15c  c. g.  15d  frame 
East Sensor  16c  c. g.  16*d  frame 
*Same test figure as 9d above X- AXIS  Y- AXIS  ~-AXIS 
LOCATION  RMS  RESPONSE  I  LOCATION  RMS  RESPONSE  LOCATION  RMS  RESPONSE 
I 
- I 
1  O  .. l01t50.E  02  j;-(~J4S  l  0 .. 17383£.  0 l  l  0 .l9683E  01 
2  0.,32533E  01  _,,  ,_  2  O.l7487E  02  2  0.561t12f  01 
Q. 3  0 .. 29569E  01-.-~~  ~.  1  .. 3  0.26971E  01  ~-- 3  O  .. lC6llE  02 
~·  .. 4  O.l4362E  Ol."'~/1#'.  ·.4  O  .. l3854E  01  4  0.62178E  01 
5  o.18l~tae oo  ___  ••  s  o.160C5£ _oc  __  5  o .. 57929E  oo 
6  0.58538E OL_u l___  6  0.53Sl6E  00  -r---·-- ___  6  0.10135£ O_.L 
1  0.79340E  014tt:<;-==-- 1  0.321t21E 01  ..  1  0 .. 47129E  OL 
1- 8  0.12759E  02  8  0.139t4E  02  . 
~ .9  0.65517E  01_  l  9  0 .. 575~7E 01  [  9  0.78458E  01 
:>  10  0.38443f  00  I  10  0 .. 11712E  01  I  10  0.43628E  01 
-- >  11  . 0.2.3020E  01  __  f- 11  0 .. 607<42E  00  1----· _11  0 .. 19114E 01 
12.  0 .. 47133E  Ol  -t  12.  Q.,37255E  OC  ·  _  ul2  O.l6921E  01 
...  13  0 .. 53916E.. O_L  .  L  .  13  O  .. l6057E  01  \  . 13  0.24895E 01 
I 
~  l~  0.32298E  01  14.  O.l2013E  02  14  0.65395E  01 
UL15  0.8390.4E  00  __  .  _  .  15  0 .. 12286E  01  15  0.72.634£  01  ::. 
>- J-.16  Q.53161E  00_  _  16  0.38754E  01  16  0.2.7C2.C.E  01  __ 
17  O.ll710E 01  17  O.l4140E  01  17  0.19~36E.Ol 
_ . 18  0.,2981.lf_tl_  18  0 .2.96C.8E  0 0  18  0 • 22138E  0 0 
~-- t- 19  o.74087E  01  19  o.33'iClE  01  1  _  19  o .. 26631tE  01 
~ 1 
. . 2o  o.4456.2E. 01  20  o.l9357E  02.  . 1  20  o.79596.E  01 
...  ~.21  O  .. l96<42E  01 
1
....  21  0 .. 87585E  01  1-- 21  0 .. 8903lE 01 
u 1 22  o.l536CE  oo  ,  22  o.25890E  01  ·  2.2..  o.37279E 01 
23  O.ll401E  01  23  0.20502E  01  23  0.39276E  01 
__ .24  0.37307E  Ol  -+- 24  0.63948E  01  I  24  0.34525E  QL_ 
·2.5  0 .. 936S7E  Ol  !  25  O.l09f!6E  01  I  25  C  .. 88073E  00 
,  \J26  0 .. 75316E  00  26  0.2525ltE  02  26  0.16461E  01 
.  ~ 27  Q.,85693E  00  27  0 .. 21335E  01  \  21  O.l9660E  02 
't  28  O.l577CE  00  28  0.43194E  00  26  0.39336E  01 
1·- ::>  2.9  O.l4840E-Ol  29  O.,l7268E-02  29  O.l3118E-Ol 
1  °  30  0.21567E  Ol  30  0 .. 21546E  00  30  O.l97llE  00 
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The response levels at various locations throughout the structure are fairly 
high as might be expected since it is a  stiff structure with few  riveted or bolted 
joints and the input levels are fairly high,  i.e. ,  on the order of 8  to 12 grms. 
However,  the Up and East Sensor films have survived these environments with 
few  film perforations, and it is expected that the actual Subpack 2  environment 
for the J..EAM will be somewhat less than the  input  levels used here for Launch 
and Boost. 
The QUAL operating environment was applied to the vibration test model 
in the ALSEP Y  direction and there was little significant difference in the response 
characteristics as compared to the Launch and Boost, environment tests in the 
same direction.  Therefore these curves are not included in this report. 
5. 0  FUTURE EFFORTS 
The flight model hardware is presently considered to be the same as the 
DVT model hardware with the exception of the intedace mounting bracket which 
will be of fiberglass and of slightly different configuratoon than the presant 
titanium bracket on the DVT model.  While the dynamic response effects due 
to this change are not considered to be large,  some computations should be 
made to evaluate the situation. 
Another variation considered but not used due to lack of dynamic motion 
envelope space for  the Up Sensor was  the use of small rubber grommet itJolators 
at the four attachment points of the UP and East Sensors.  This condition should 
also be investigated analytically as a  possible back up method of alleviating 
the vibration environment at these two sensors if required. 
6. 0  DYNAMIC LOADS AND DISPLACEMENTS 
The loads and displacements for the c. g.  coordinates were computed and 
are given in Table 5  for the random loading cases since these are the highest 
set of loads when sinusoidal and random responses are compared. 
The values in the table are root mean square or 1  sigma value and should 
be multiplied by 3  to obtain the  3  sigma loads.  The values represent the c. g. 
motion of the  internal packages and outer case relative to the base attach-
ment.  The deflections are all quite small in spite of the large load rms values, 
some in excess of a  30 g, 3  sigma value.  These load values were fed back to the 
EASE structural model and the resulting internal beam and triangular plate 
stresses observed.  No critically large stresses were indicated.  This was 
borne out by the vibration testing also in that no structural failures occurred. 
The loads associated with the outer case are mostly the result of the high 
frequency portion of the response curves,  Figures 19 through 21,  and  are 
thus of less structural significance than if they occurred down around 100Hz and 
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TABLE 5 
ROOT MEAN SQUARE LOADS AND DEFLECTIONS 
Key to Any Set of Six Values: 
Internal Loads  Deflections 
XXX  lb.  ·  xxx inch 
XXX  lb.  XXX  inch 
XXX  lb.  XXX  inch 
XXX  in-lb  XXX  radians 
XXX  in-lb  XXX  radians 
XXX  in-lb  XXX  radians 
Numbers  1  - 6:  Up Sensor 
II  ·1 - IZ:  West Sensor 
"  I~  - 18:  Central Electronics 
"  '" 
- 24:  East Sensor 
"  t.li - 30:  Outer Case 
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